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Welcome to Bowers & Wilkins and the PX Wireless Headphones.
Thank you for choosing Bowers & Wilkins. When John Bowers first
established our company he did so in the belief that imaginative design,
innovative engineering and advanced technology were keys that could
unlock the enjoyment of audio in the home. His belief is one that we
continue to share and it inspires every product we design.
PX headphones are high performance over-ear units that provide
the highest quality personal audio experience combined with the
convenience of wireless operation and the serenity of noise-cancellation.
This manual will tell you everything you need to know to get the most
from your PX headphones.
Your PX headphones can play music streamed wirelessly from your
mobile phone, tablet or computer via Bluetooth, or conventionally
connected by a jack cable to a suitable headphone output. PX
headphones can also play audio via a USB connection from a computer,
and can be used for wireless telephony.
PX headphone Real World Listening features include Environment
Filter and Voice Pass-through. Environment Filter noise-cancellation
is optional and can be simply enabled or disabled via a button on the
headphones. The Voice Pass-through feature enables external sounds,
such as conversation or safety announcements, to be heard clearly
without any need to remove the headphones. Environment Filter and
Voice Pass-through are enabled via the PX Headphone iOS and Android
app available. The app also enables certain headphone characteristics
to be adjusted.
PX headphones incorporate a rechargeable battery pack. When fully
charged and depending on the degree of Bluetooth, Environment Filter
and Voice Pass-through use, the battery pack can provide up to 22
hours use at average volume levels.

Software version - V7.1
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1. PX Carton Contents
i. PX Wireless Headphones
ii. USB charging cable
iii. Audio jack cable
iv. Storage pouch
v. Literature pack

Environmental Information
This product complies with international directives,
including but not limited to the Restriction of
Hazardous Substances (RoHS) in electrical and
electronic equipment, the Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and restriction of Chemicals (REACH)
and the disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE). Consult your local waste
disposal authority for guidance on how properly to
recycle or dispose of this product.
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2. Getting To Know PX headphones

Volume -

Once switched on via the power slide-switch on the
right hand ear-piece, your PX headphones can be
controlled via Play/Pause and Volume buttons also
located on the right hand ear piece. A connected
Bluetooth or USB device will also be able to control
headphone volume and audio playback.

Environment Filter

Power/Bluetooth

An indicator alongside the Bluetooth button displays
connection status and battery charge level. The
headphones also play audio cues for some control
commands and events.
Note: Indicator illumination is listed in Diagram 7.
Note: Audio cues can be toggled on and off by
pressing the Play/Pause and Volume + buttons
simultaneously.
A USB socket and an audio jack socket are located
on the underside of the right hand ear-piece. The
right hand ear piece also incorporates a pin-hole
restart button beneath the ear pad.

Right

Left

Note: Connecting audio jack and USB cables is
described in Section 10.
PX headphones incorporate proximity sensors in
their ear-pieces that mean they will enter standby
mode and disconnect from any connected Bluetooth
devices two minutes after removal from the head.
They will automatically wake from standby and
connect to the last connected Bluetooth device
when worn on the head.
A press button alongside the power button enables
and disables Environment Filter noise-management.
When enabled, Environment Filter operates on
all three headphone inputs: Bluetooth, USB and
audio jack.

Diagram 1:
Main features

Pin-hole restart button

Note: Button functions are listed in Diagram 8.
The Bowers & Wilkins PX Headphone app provides
extended set up and control functions including
Environment Control and Voice Pass-through,
adjustment and mode selection. Ear-piece proximity
sensor sensitivity can also be adjusted within the
app. The app is available as a free download for iOS
and Android devices.
Indicator
USB charging socket
Audio cable socket

Diagram 2:
Underside view
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3. Battery Charging
PX headphones are shipped with battery power
and may be used immediately, however, it is good
practice to charge the battery fully before first use. It
can take up to 3 hours for PX headphones to reach
full charge. However it is possible to use them while
the battery is charging.
Note: The indicator initially displays battery
charge when PX headphones are switched on.
Green indicates that the battery is above 30%
charged. Yellow indicates that the battery is
between 30% and 10% charged. Red indicates
that the battery is below 10% charged. If the
indicator blinks red, the battery charge is
insufficient for headphones operation. Indicator
illumination is fully described in Diagram 5.

Diagram 3:
Identifying left and right

Battery charging is described in the
following paragraphs:
•	Using the supplied USB charging cable, connect
the headphones to a powered USB socket: a
computer USB socket, a mains USB charger or
an in-car charger.
•	While charging, the headphone indicator will
blink green. As the level of charge increases
the illuminated period of the blink will get
longer. When fully charged the indicator will
remain illuminated.

4. Wearing Your Headphones
Using your headphones correctly will help ensure
that their performance reaches its full potential. First,
identify the left and right ear pieces. Identification
legends can be found on the lower inside of the
headband as illustrated in Diagram 3.
Place the headphones on your head with the
headband adjusted so that each ear piece sits
comfortably over the ear as illustrated in Diagram 4.
Ensure that the ear pieces are not pulling upwards
and causing unnecessary pressure on your head.
We recommended that you return your headphones
to their storage pouch when not in use.

Diagram 4:
Adjusting the ear-piece.

Note: Wearing glasses that distort the profile
of your ears may interfere with headphone
Environment Filter performance. Similarly, hair
trapped between your ears and the headphone
ear-pieces may compromise proximity sensing.

5. Switching On and Off
To switch on your PX headphones, slide the power
button sideways as shown in Diagram 5.
Your PX headphones are designed to switch
intelligently to standby and disconnect from
Bluetooth when not in use, and to wake up when
worn, so there is generally no need to switch them
off. Should you want to switch off however, slide the
power button and hold it for a second or two. The
indicator will flash red to confirm switch off.
The headphones will provide an audio cue as they
switch on and off.
Note: PX headphones left switched on
but inactive for more than two minutes will
automatically switch to standby mode to save
battery power.
Note: The sensitivity of the ear-piece proximity
sensors that control switch on and standby can
be adjusted within the headphone app.

Diagram 5:
Switching on.
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To connect your PX headphones to a Bluetooth
enabled audio device, such as your mobile phone,
they must first be ‘paired’ with the device. Once
paired, the Bluetooth device and the headphones
will ‘remember’ each other will be able to connect
without re-pairing when within range.
The first time you switch on your PX headphones
they will start up in Bluetooth pairing mode. To pair a
device follow these steps:
•	Ensure the headphones are switched on and in
Pairing Mode. The indicator will blink blue.
•	Open the Bluetooth settings on the device to be
paired and ensure Bluetooth is switched on. ‘PX
Bowers & Wilkins’ will appear as an available
device. Select ‘PX Bowers & Wilkins’ and close
the Bluetooth settings.
•	The headphone indicator will flash blue while
pairing is underway and switch to continuous
blue when pairing is established. The
headphones will also play an audible cue when
pairing is established.
•	Once pairing is established, ensure that the
headphones are selected as the playback device
in the audio apps.
For any subsequent pairs, your headphones must be
switched manually to pairing mode: This is illustrated
in Diagram 6.
•	
W ith the headphones switched on, press and
hold the combined Bluetooth/power button
directly inwards for two seconds. The indicator
will flash blue and the headphones will play a cue
as they enter Pairing Mode.
•	Once again, go to the Bluetooth setup screen of
the device you want to pair with the headphones
and look for ‘PX Bowers & Wilkins’ in the list. Tap
on it and the two devices will pair.
Note: Your headphones will automatically exit
from Bluetooth pairing mode if no device is paired
within five minutes.
Note: Pairing may occasionally fail, in which
case the headphone indicator will flash blue
in two second bursts. Try again with the two
devices closer together.

•	The headphone paired device memory can
be erased by pressing and holding and the
Bluetooth and Volume – buttons simultaneously
for 2 seconds. The indicator will flash and your
headphones will restart.

9. Mobile Phone Use
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6. Bluetooth Pairing

Your PX headphones can be used with a Bluetooth
connected mobile phone to make voice calls:

7. Controlling Bluetooth Audio

•	To answer a call press and release the Play/
Pause button.

The PX headphone Play/Pause, Volume + and
Volume – buttons can be used to control audio:

•	To reject a call press the Play/Pause button for
two seconds.

•	To increase volume press the Volume + button.

•	To end a call press and release the Play/
Pause button.

•	To decrease volume press the Volume – button.
•	To play or pause audio press and release the
Play/ Pause button.
•	To select the next track press the Play/ Pause
button twice in quick succession.

Bluetooth audio playing while a telephone call
is taken will be paused. It will resume when the
call is ended.
Note: Telephone functions only operate when the
headphones are connected via Bluetooth.

•	To select the previous track press the Play/
Pause button three times in quick succession.

8. Real World Listening
PX headphone Environment Filter noise-cancellation
is switched on by pressing the Environment
Filter button on the side of the right ear piece.
Environment Filter is switched off by default. Three
alternative Environment Filter profiles are available
that provide noise-cancellation characteristics tuned
for different environments. These are selected via the
Bowers & Wilkins PX Headphone app. The right ear
piece Environment Filter on/off button will select the
last used noise-canceling profile.
The PX headphone Voice Pass-through function
enables external sounds such as conversation or
safety announcements to be heard without the
need to remove the headphones. Voice Passthrough is selected via the Bowers & Wilkins PX
Headphone app.
Note: The Environment Filter and Voice Passthrough functions do not require the headphones
to be playing an audio signal. If headphone audio
is playing the audibility of Voice Pass-through will
always to some extent depend on its character
and volume level.
Note: Wearing glasses that distort the profile
of your ears may interfere with headphone
Environment Filter performance. Similarly, hair
trapped between your ears and the headphone
ear-pieces may compromise proximity sensing.

6.1 Bluetooth Pairing Notes
•	Your PX headphones can remember up to eight
paired Bluetooth devices. It is possible for two
devices to be connected simultaneously to
enable, for example, music to play from one
device while telephone calls are taken from
the other.
•	When your headphones start up following a
period switched off or in standby mode, they
will connect to the last connected device if it
is switched on and within range. Other paired
devices will not connect automatically but
must be selected for connection via their
Bluetooth settings.
•	When disconnected, pressing the headphone’s
Bluetooth button at any time will cue connection
to the last connected device if possible.
•	To disconnect a Bluetooth source device from
your PX headphones press the Bluetooth button
twice in quick succession. This will disconnect
all Bluetooth connected devices. The
headphones will play an audible cue when
Bluetooth is disconnected.

Diagram 6
Switching manually to Bluetooth pairing mode.
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In addition to operating wirelessly, your PX
headphones can be connected to audio sources
using the supplied audio jack and USB cables.
Audio jack cable connection is useful if the
headphones are to be used on board an aircraft
or with a non-Bluetooth audio source such as a
traditional hi-fi system.
Note: Your PX headphones need to be charged
and switched on to play audio using a jack or
USB cable connection.
USB connection enables your PX headphones
to function as a USB sound output device when
connected to a suitable computer.
Note: The USB and jack cables can be
connected simultaneously so that USB battery
charging can continue while the headphone jack
input is in use.
Connecting an audio jack cable and PX headphone
behaviour with the jack input in use is described in
the following paragraphs:
•	Take one end of the jack cable and insert the
plug into the socket in the lower section of the
right ear piece. Make sure the plug is fully home.
Connect the other end of the cable to an audio
playback device’s headphone socket.
•	The headphone volume controls and Play/
Pause button will not function when a jack cable
connection is in use.
•	Connecting a jack cable will automatically pause
PX headphone Bluetooth streaming. To restore
Bluetooth streaming the jack cable must be
disconnected from the headphone ear piece.
Connecting and using the USB cable and PX
headphone behavior with USB input in use is
described in the following paragraphs:
•	Disconnect any connected Bluetooth devices by
pressing the Bluetooth button on the right hand
ear piece twice in quick succession.
Note: Bluetooth must be disconnected for USB
audio to be played.
•	Plug the small USB plug into the socket on
the underside of the right hand headphone ear
piece. Plug the larger USB plug into a computer
USB socket. If the computer USB socket is
powered, the headphone battery will immediately
begin to charge.
•	Select the PX headphones as the playback
device in the computer’s audio output
control panel. Audio selected in computer
audio playback apps will now play through
your PX headphones.
•	The headphone volume and Play/Pause controls
will function normally when playing USB audio.
•	To restore headphone Bluetooth functions press
the Bluetooth button. The headphones will
attempt to connect to the last connected device.

11. Headphone Firmware Update
Your PX headphones will occasionally be subject to
firmware updates as performance is refined and new
features are added.
When a firmware update is available the PX
headphone app will display a notification.
Tap on the notification in the app to begin
the update process.

Note: The headphones and mobile device must
remain switched on and in close proximity during
the firmware update process. It is important
also that the battery charge remaining in the
headphones is sufficient for the firmware update
to be completed. The app will indicate if there is
not enough battery charge available to complete
the firmware update.

12. Headphone Reset and Restart

Note: A pin-hole restart will not clear the
Bluetooth paired device memory.
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10. Wired connection

13. Cleaning Your PX Headphones
Your PX headphones can be cleaned by using a
damp cloth and dabbing them until clean. Do not
rub the cloth on the leather. Do not use cleaning
detergents or leather polish as doing so may
damage your headphones.

Your PX headphones can be reset to their default
settings by using the Factory Reset option in
the headphone app, or they can be restarted by
pressing the pin-hole restart button located within
the right ear-piece. The pin-hole button is illustrated
in Diagram 1.

Note: The PX headphone leather ear-piece
components are magnetically attached and can
be removed for cleaning if required by gently
pulling them away from the body of the ear-piece.

To use the restart button employ a straightened
paper-clip to press and hold for two seconds.
The headphones will turn off during the restart
process. Switch on the headphones to complete
the restart process.

Indicator Illumination
Illumination

Indication

Green (slow blinking)

Battery charging

Green

Headphones on, battery charge > 30%

Yellow

Headphones on, battery charge > 10%

Red

Headphones on, battery charge < 10%

Red (slow blinking)

Battery charge insufficient for headphone operation

Red (flashing)

Bluetooth pairing failed

Blue

Bluetooth connection established

Blue (flashing)

Bluetooth pairing mode active

Blue (slow blinking)

Bluetooth pairing underway

Blue (repeating flash)

Bluetooth pairing failed

White

Environment Filter active

Button Functions
Button

Action

Function

On/Off/Bluetooth

Slide

Switch on

Slide and hold

Switch off

Press and hold

Enter pairing mode

Press

Connect to last connected Bluetooth
device

2 x Press

Disconnect all Bluetooth devices

On/Off/Bluetooth and Press and hold both
Volume –

Erase Bluetooth device memory

Environment Filter

Engage or disengage last Environment
Filter setting selected in the app.

Press

Volume +

Press

Increase volume

Volume –

Press

Decrease volume

Play/Pause

Press

Play or pause audio

2 x Press

Play next track

3 x Press

Play previous track

Note: The headphone volume controls and Play/Pause button will not function when a jack
cable connection is in use.
Play/Pause

Press

Answer or end telephone call

Press and hold

Reject telephone call

Note: Telephone functions only operate when the headphones are connected via Bluetooth.
Play/Pause and
Volume +

Press both

Switch audio cues on/off
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Technical Features:
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Specifications
Adaptive noise cancellation and voice pass-through
Bluetooth audio – Bluetooth 4.1 with aptX-HD
Smart sensing for Play/Pause/On/Off
USB-C charging and audio interface
Rechargeable lithium battery
Soft leather memory foam cushions
World-class acoustics
Premium materials and build quality
Mobile companion app for personalised audio playback
Fold flat design
Bluetooth Codecs:

aptx-HD
AAC
SBC

Bluetooth Profiles

A2DP v1.3
AVRCP v1.6
HFP v1.6
HSP v1.2
GAP
SDAP
DIP

Drive Units:

2 x 40mm full range

Frequency Range:

10Hz to 20kHz

Input Impedance

22 Ohms

Distortion (THD):

<0.3% (1KHz/10mW)

Sensitivity:

111dB/V @ 1kHz

Battery Life:

22 hours BT/ANC, 29 hours BT only, 33 hours wired with ANC,
50 hours wired only.

Inputs:

Bluetooth, 3.5mm stereo jack, USB-C audio

Boxed Accessories:

1.2m stereo jack audio cable, 1.2m USB-A to USB-C cable.
Protective pouch

Weight:

335 grams
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